










• I appreciate being able to get guidance from others with more experience working in 
Field Crops 
• Pest and crop updates, I like the Adobe connect presentations  3. What did you like the least about the NYS Field Crop Weekly Conference Call? 
• Not getting on any calls this year.  (The year has flown by.)  As a part-time person and 
general ag educator, feeling unprepared for the call when I haven’t made any field crops 
visits the week prior to the call. 
• It is just difficult to make all of the calls with other job obligations   4. Was 8:30 ‐ 9:15 am Thursday a convenient meeting time? Comments/Suggestions? 




• I believe the Adobe connect is a great way to learn about topics – maybe once a month 
have a topic.   9. Additional Comments regarding the Conference Calls?  10. Winter Meeting suggestions for Field Crop and / or Livestock IPM topics?  11. Under consideration… Would you or your stakeholders have interest in on‐line (web based) overviews on various field crop IPM topics ‐ such as those we have provided for IPM scout training and the Dairy Fly IPM Teleconference. For example: an overview of alfalfa IPM approaches to common insect, disease and weed issues? ID, monitoring, thresholds etc. Perhaps for DEC credit?  
• Sounds like a great idea  
